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Letter from the General Manager
FY 2018 • Chad Friese
A review of the last couple of years is enlightening as to how quickly or slowly some topics pass through time,
more on this later. In 2018, the CVEC staff has once again done an amazing job of operating and maintaining
the plant. To recap from the fall newsletter: CVEC had record total production. For a quick history, we set a
record in 2015. In 2016 we had some capital projects coming online that hampered production. We broke
2015’s record last year in 2017, and now we have broken that record once again with 2018’s production. CVEC
also set a new yield record again, increasing yield by about 1.5% over last year. That’s 1.5% more production of
alcohol from every bushel ground. Additionally, staff set new sales and production records for Glacial Grain
Spirits and a new low energy usage milestone per gallon helped us trim even more from last year’s record
number. Staff accomplished all that while continuing a stellar safety record.
There are some big capital projects that will be wrapping up in the 2019 fiscal year. The biggest being the water
treatment facility, which will complete in early summer. This treatment facility is a requirement of our
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency water discharge permit and must be operating by the end of September
2019. The early summer startup will give us time to train staff, write operating and control parameters and
provide run time before official transition to the formal permit on 9/30/19. As a company we do hope that
regardless of the requirement for zero discharge, we will also see hidden benefits of cleaner heat exchangers and
better fermentation with treated water. The other capital project is the dehydration membranes, the White Fox
membranes. These membranes will take moisture out of our regen stream to produce finished alcohol. To
clarify, there is a stream of alcohol the gets recycled (regen) from the alcohol dryer when it regenerates. This
recycled product, instead of going back to distillation, will now flow through this mechanical filter to separate
water and alcohol. Those gallons would have needed to be reheated in distillation. We look forward to the
potential energy savings in this new process. With these gallons now going to finished product, there will be
additional capacity freed up in the distillation column to take extra beer, so total production can increase.
Now, let’s get back to my opening comment about the speed of topics and my review of that last few years. It
may not be all about speed, but also perspective. The water treatment facility discussed above has been
mentioned in various ways over the last several years. Each year it was important for some reason from a certain
perspective. Whether it was working on a permit renewal, the additional water quality concerns, the final
solution, or the timeline and flexibility for construction, each item had significance and built into the next phase.
There have been many other items that continue to move and change in importance over the years and are still
mentioned yearly. In the ethanol industry these items have often gotten classy abbreviations; RVO, RVP, BIP,
RFS. This year I feel like there is a story and an example that can tie these continuing discussions together. I’ll
refresh, RFS is the Renewable Fuels Standard and is designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and expand
the nation’s renewable fuel sector, like ethanol. The RVO is the volume obligation that the Environmental
Protection Agency sets requiring certain volumes of certain bio-fuels be used to enact the RFS. BIP is the
Bio-fuel Infrastructure Program that The United States Department of Agriculture made available on a matching
basis to states to create additional fueling infrastructure for biofuels. Finally, RVP is Reid Vapor Pressure and
represents the measure of how a transport fuel vaporizes prior to ignition in an engine.
Cont’d on the next page

Letter from the General Manager (cont’d)
The example to tie this all together is us, and the state of Minnesota. In 2016, a fuel that was referenced as E15
was purchased in a quantity of around 7 million gallons by consumers. The RVP was very similar to the existing
fuel in the market, but because it was treated differently it was only sold to non-flex fuel vehicles for 8 months of
the year. It is a cleaner, cheaper fuel that helps to meet the RFS and RVO more efficiently. The BIP was
introduced, and in Minnesota, plants like CVEC invested dollars to assist with creating infrastructure to sell
additional biofuels. These programs have made E15 more available and 19 million gallons of E15 fuels were
sold in Minnesota in 2017. As of the end of October 2018 nearly 49 million gallons of E15 (also known as
unleaded 88) have been sold in the state of Minnesota. This change and increase is happening despite no
changes to the RVP rules. Our current President has made it clear that RVP will change and fuel with 15%
ethanol will be available year round. I am encouraged for what the growth can be for ethanol in 2019 and what
states may follow the example set by Minnesota.
I am a bit discouraged though in availability of Flex Fuel vehicles going forward. Many of the vehicles that
were being produced as Flex Fuel, meaning, able to run on any ethanol to gasoline blend below 85% ethanol,
have been disappearing. Now many of those vehicles are only available as fleet vehicles? Seem like the auto
manufacturer is moving backwards instead of forwards. Please make sure to put a little pressure on when
appropriate to let dealers know that you want options with regard to fuel systems in your vehicles.
Current economics of ethanol are challenging with mediocre corn prices and ethanol prices as low as I’ve seen
them. Production is high as plants throughout the nation have increased production looking for efficiency gains.
Exports are high, but gains we expected into China have not developed with the tariff issues that have developed
with current political leadership. The world market has a favorable stance on ethanol and there is great potential
for expanded use of ethanol as a clean energy across the globe. This bodes well for U.S. production as the low
cost provider of ethanol in the world market. Crude oil and other liquid fuels are seeing some price correction
currently so the price spread between gasoline and ethanol has narrowed removing some pricing incentive for
ethanol. Hopefully a greatly expanded ethanol infrastructure should help the consumer and assist with increased
domestic demand over time, as we are seeing in Minnesota. A policy change with regard to Reid Vapor Pressure
(RVP) will certainly be beneficial.
The U.S. consumer can make all the difference for ethanol over the next couple of years. 90% of cars
manufactured are providing warranties on new car models for at least 15% ethanol. This brings the car
manufacturer in line with the EPA who has made E15 (unleaded 88) a legal fuel for all car models 2001 and
newer. With more pumps available and more cars able to use higher blends, it’s time for consumers to speak
with their wallets and buy higher blends of ethanol. Ethanol is a clean, high octane fuel that is cheaper than
gasoline.
In the tighter market of today, CVEC’s diversity will continue to show value. Glacial Grains Spirits will be very
helpful with margins exceeding what are available in a depressed fuel market environment. Investments into
very efficient facilities like the Guardian facilities and Ringneck Energy will show their value in tight markets
even without the returns we’ve seen in the past. RPMG, one of the largest ethanol marketers in the U.S., can
transport and sell ethanol as efficiently as any in the market. The ethanol market may be in a bit of turmoil in the
next several months as it sorts through over production and low margins. But.
As always, there are plenty of reasons to be very optimistic about the future of ethanol and the CVEC facility.
Staff is committed to doing the best they can with the tools, information, and markets available to position
CVEC for continued success. Market demand, RVP, and politics all have affect. Please continue to do what you
can to influence these items the best that you can. Your voice can and does make a difference.

CVEC Investments
Renewable Products Marketing Group (RPMG) – Owned by 17 ethanol producers RPMG is an ethanol and
co-products marketing company that CVEC was a founding member of. Headquartered in Shakopee, Minnesota,
RPMG currently markets approximately 1.4 billion gallons of ethanol and 1.5 million tons of distillers grains
annually. RPMG employs over 40 people. 5.9% CVEC owned.
Guardian – Janesville – A 145 mgy ethanol facility located in Janesville, Minnesota. It was purchased out of
bankruptcy by six farmer-owned ethanol companies in 2009. 13% CVEC owned.
Guardian – Lima – A 67 mgy ethanol facility located in Lima, Ohio. It was purchased by three farmer-owned
ethanol companies. 12.2% of the majority portion CVEC owned.
Guardian – Hankinson – 145 mpg located in Hankinson, ND. Owned by 4 owners. CVEC has 4.17% ownership.
In addition, CVEC has an investment in
Bushmills Ethanol – A 70 mgy ethanol producer located in Atwater, MN.
KAAPA Ethanol – 80 mgy ethanol producer located in Minden, NE and Ravenna, NE
Ringneck Energy – A 80 mgy ethanol producer located in Onida, SD.
Benson Corn Pool (BCP) – An autonomous, fee-based corn purchasing company for the use of CVAC
shareholders who would rather another entity handle their physical delivery requirement.
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CVEC consistently purchases about 17 million bushels
of local corn
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Energy maintains a focus at CVEC

Production Highlights
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Organic production continues to grow as markets
focus on “green” and sustainable products
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Additional production has allowed for increased
sales at values over fuel pricing
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YOUR GUIDE TO
CHIPPEWA VALLEY ETHANOL COMPANY
CHIPPEWA VALLEY ETHANOL COMPANY

...is the corn processing
company. All employees
and inventory reside
here. CVAC co-op
members are partners
in CVEC. CVEC owns
Glacial Grain Spirits.

... is the co-op that owns
the plant, property and
equipment, then leases
those assets to CVEC.
Shareholders deliver
corn directly or through
a pool.

...is the
industrial and
beverage alcohol
company. 100% CVEC
owned

Mission:

Vision:

To ensure our success as a
multi-generational company.

We are focused on generating distributions to our members by
engaging in opportunities to increase the value of
agricultural production.

